
A. Main Ideas
Fill in the blanks in the paragraphs below as you read Section 2.

After 1. inherited the throne of France in 1824, he

suspended the legislature, limited the right to vote, and 2. .

Liberals and radicals responded with the July revolution. Charles X 3.

and fled to England. Moderate liberals set up a 4. ,

with 5. as king. Louis Philippe’s policies favored the

6. at the expense of the 7. . In

February 1848, angry crowds took to the streets. Louis Philippe abdicated. The Second

Republic was declared. By June, unrest again erupted, but workers were harshly repressed

by 8. . The National Assembly created a strong president

and a 9. . It also gave the vote to all 10. .

In the election for president, 11. won. Once in office, Louis

Napoleon seized more power until he  proclaimed himself 12.

in 1852.

The revolts in France had inspired uprisings across Europe. In 1830, students and

workers revolted in Belgium. As a result, Belgium became an 13. with

a liberal constitution. In 1848, revolt again erupted in what has been called the “spring-

time of the peoples.” The Austrian leader 14. resigned when revolt

broke out in Vienna. The Austrian army soon regained control, however. In the Italian

states, nationalists wanted to end the domination of Italy by the 15. .

They were initially successful and then Austrian troops regained control. In the German

states, liberals briefly asserted power and delegates met in the 16. to

draft a constitution. By early 1849, however, the assembly was dissolved.
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B. Reviewing Key Terms and People
Match the descriptions in Column I with the terms or names in Column II. Write the let-
ter of the correct answer in the blank provided.

Column I

_____17. Chosen as king following the July revolution

_____18. Elected president of France in 1848

_____19. Constitution issued by Louis XVIII

_____20. Led Hungarian nationalists in a revolt

_____21. Attempted to draft a constitution for Germany

Column II

a. Charter of French Liberties

b. Frankfurt Assembly

c. Louis Kossuth

d. Louis Philippe

e. Louis Napoleon


